LCD 7” Handheld TV Short Manual
Rechargeable battery inside

The TV tuner was as good. Easily visible in full sun with good color. We protect the
LCD with a delicately applied anti-scratch and anti reflection protection film. External
Lithium NP-7S battery lasts tested 6 hours. The wide viewing angle enables three
people to watch. The last channel selected before power down, is remembered on next
power up. There is a removable 5/8” spud on a plate for stand mounting. We provide a
convenient tough hi-performance antenna with a 90-degree flex joint on BNC. Shoulder
strap provided.
16:9 aspect ratio for HD wide screen & 4:3 aspect ratio for standard screen, screen size
7" diagonal, built-in mini speakers, Inputs: 1 video RCA & 2 audio RCA, “F” connector for
antenna. Outputs: headphones, mini only! No video out. ATSC Digital over the air tuner
+ NTSC analog Tuner 125 Ch + CATV. Monitor will display a PAL line signal; we
suspect it will not tune to PAL frequencies. A PAL video signal transmitted in Europe
with an NTSC transmitter will display as B&W image. 7-16.4V. At 12V it draws .6A with
no battery. The 10” draws .7A. Will not turn on above 16V.
The 7” LCD has a built-in (removable) 4400 mA LiPo 7V battery that lasts a tested 1:45
hours. Put the external NP-1 battery on the back bracket and it will operate the monitor
and charge the INTERNAL battery slowly (6 Hrs). Then the monitor draws 1.4A max.
The battery takes 28W Hr. The 10” LCD charging with the TV on draws 1.5A for 3HR or
so. When the internal battery is full, after drawing about 8AHr, it draws .7A to operate.
Once the internal battery is fully charged, the LCD draws .6A. Turn the 7” LCD OFF
(Switch on left side) and you will charge the internal battery from the external one more
quickly (3 Hrs). The manufacturer claims you will not destroy the internal battery if you
leave the monitor on. You will not destroy external batteries, IDX or Bauer by overdischarge as they are protected by a battery internal low voltage disconnect switch. We
think that the automatic cut off voltage on the Np-1 type batteries is set too low and you
will reduce those batteries lifetime if you let the dischare go to the auto turn off point
always. What do you gain by removing the internal battery? Probably 10% total longer
run time of external batteries and the convenience of lighter weight and for the
uninitiated a more predicable performance.
http://www.amazon.com/Haier-HLT71-7-Inch-Handheld-LCD/dp/B001E78UQY/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1286955791&sr=8-1
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Brief Tuning Instructions

Of course you want to receive TV (mode button on right)
How to pre-set your selected channels
First, make sure your monitor antenna is showing
“air” mode for Modulus, Canatrans, or other UHF
Transmitters. “CATV” antenna is only to be used for
CATV Channel 59 transmitters.
DO NOT USE SCAN MODE.
CLOSE MENU.
Now, with your transmitter(s) turned on and tuned to
the channel(s) you want to use, use the remote control to select them on the TV. Punch
in the number(s).
Once you have selected the channel with the remote control, they are stored in the
monitor. From now on you will not need to use the remote again, just use the channel
Up / Down buttons on the monitor itself to toggle between the selected channels. If you
transmit on a new channel enter with remote again.
Now you have only the channels you need in the TV memory.

Zoom mode should be normal for 3:4 images
Use a screwdriver,

1

Go to Jail!

You drop it, you bought it!

For latest versions check:
http://wolfvid.com/datasheets/Monitor_7_sales_and_rent.pdf
http://www.wolfvid.com/datasheets/monitor_dual_7_marshall.pdf
http://www.wolfvid.com/datasheets/Monitors_handheld_for_rent.pdf
http://www.wolfvid.com/datasheets/Monitor_7_Haier_LCD _handheld_short_manual.pdf
Shipping info of Lithium Battery:
http://www.idxtek.com/lithium-ion-transportation#carryon or http://www.idxtek.com/lithium-ion-transportation#carryon
Unlimited carry on, ship only one battery in Equipment Check in baggage.
12/30/09 Prices and everything else constantly changes of course
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